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Introduction
The public safety community has a strong requirement for interoperability certification and multi-vendor supply.
The multi-vendor market gives benefits both to the users in terms of the broadest product portfolio of compatible
equipment, competitive pricing and rapid entry of new product models; and to the industry in terms of a wider
accessible market, faster market take-up and better directed investment in new product developments.
The TETRA world has a very successful Interoperability Process (IOP) and that is what many future Mission Critical
(MC) broadband users are also expecting and require.
In order to meet this objective, various testing initiatives such as the ETSI Plugtests™, conformance testing, and
software and product interoperability testing are needed. Users and Service Providers require products to conform
to the standard, and to be able to procure functions and features in a multi-vendor business environment where
products are interoperable.
This paper is written to support organisations intending to use MC services based on 3GPP standards. The IOP
environment will be quite different compared to TETRA IOP given that hardware and software are separated –
both on the infrastructure and on devices. That will result in different business models and introduce some new
complexities.
A Mission Critical broadband solution requires a Mission Critical radio network (LTE or 5G) that is capable of a
very high degree of availability, priority, pre-emption, trusted security and extensive coverage – in other words a
hardened network. With that in place, MCX services (MCPTT, MCVIDEO and MCDATA) can be added to the radio
network. MCX services can in principle be provided on a radio network that is not hardened – but the service is then
not Mission Critical.

Executive Summary
The Mission Critical Services (MCX) Interoperability [Certification] Process (IOP) will be different compared with
TETRA IOP but should leverage wherever appropriate the general principles that have been established.
MCX Interoperability Certification – the TCCA way – is still in the early stages. Basic early certification was attempted
as proof-of-concept but was considered of limited use and not pursued. TCCA level certification for Mission Critical
services is still some time away, and discussions with the Global Certification Forum (GCF) are ongoing.
The future TCCA MCX IOP Certification scheme should be based on the “Guidance to Vendors from Observers”1
and in the order presented. The test cases should be a minimum set covering basic functionality, and all must be
passed to achieve interoperability certification for e.g. “Group Calls”. As this work progresses TETRA Interoperability
Profiles (TIP) should be used as inspiration.
Until such a scheme is in place, it is recommended that each Service Provider ensures that the chosen Server vendor
will work with chosen third party Client vendors in order to certify interoperability.
Each Service Provider is further recommended to ensure that the chosen Client vendors will work with the chosen
UE vendors.

Terminology
The term interoperability has different meanings to different people; it is important to differentiate between
protocol interoperability and product interoperability. Interoperability – the TCCA way – is a combination of protocol
and product interoperability – certified by a third party. Interoperability is not conformance.
ETSI MCX Plugtests are the first and initial verification of implementations of new standards and protocols; they
serve as a validation of the standard as well as early practical tests between the participating vendors and their
implementations. Plugtests allow identification of major ambiguities or misunderstandings in the interpretation
of the standards and are aimed at achieving a common understanding of how a standard should be implemented.
Plugtests also allow initial product interoperability but are not conformance testing or certification.

1

Reference will be explained on page 8.
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Conformance testing in general is the testing against a standard; type approval is a special form of conformance
testing which is mandated by regulations or law. Various markets have specific regulations for type approval (USA:
FCC, Canada: ISED, EU: CE & RED and others); Conformance is also tested for protocols and is usually carried out by
testing a device under test conditions against a reference implementation of a standard.
Interoperability testing ensures that a product (equipment, software etc.) from one vendor works together with a
product from another vendor, and vice-versa.
Certification is the formal declaration of conformance or of interoperability and demonstrates that a product under
test is compliant with a standard or works together with other vendors’ products. It is usually carried out under the
governance of a neutral third party who declares that certification has been achieved.
Mission Critical Solution is the combination of the Mission Critical physical network and the Mission Critical services
that reside on the network.
Mobile Network Operator is the entity that operates the radio network.
Service Provider is the entity that provides the MC services to the Users.
Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNO) are service providers that do not have their own RAN.
Multi-Operator Core Network (MOCN) is a solution where multiple operators can share the same RAN
Users use and may procure UE (devices) and download Clients.
Customer is the entity that procures a Mission Critical system from a vendor. Customer can also be a Service Provider.

MCX Service Certification versus TETRA IOP Certification
Whereas TETRA IOP has allowed customers to procure complete devices for use on a complete network, MCX service
is different. In TETRA the devices and infrastructures are a combination of hardware and software, whereas in the case
of 3GPP MCX services, hardware and software are independent in the infrastructure as well as in the devices.
For reference, a complete MC system will consist of at least the following components:
1.

MCX Application Server (where MC service is at least one of MCPTT, MCVIDEO or MCDATA): An MC
Application Server may have a participating role, providing the connection for an MC service client, or
a controlling role. The same server may perform both roles or multiple servers may be used.

2.

IMS - IP Multimedia Subsystem

3.

BM-SC – Broadcast Multicast Service Gateway

4.

MBMS-GW - Multicast Broadcast Multimedia Service Gateway

5.

MCE - Multicast Controlling Entity

6.

idMS – Identity Management Server

7.

GMS - Group Management Server

8.

CMS - Configuration Management Server

9.

KMS - Key Management Server

10.

The MCX client application

11.

Administration interface – manage MC user2 provisioning and services

The underlying radio network components
12.

2

UE – a smartphone or a computer system on which the various clients that are needed to perform the
MC service are installed

The MC user is not necessarily the same as the subscriber for the mobile device connection used or the person who has logged onto the computer, whichever type of UE is being used.
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13.

EPC3 & eNB4 (in case of LTE)

14.

EPC & gNB5 (in case of non-stand-alone 5G)

15.

5G CN6 & gNB (in case of stand-alone 5G)

Business Case discussion
When a customer organisation or Service Provider procures a MC system, they will likely procure MC server capacity
for users including licenses for downloading of the same quantity of MC Clients from an app store (public or private).
The question then leads to, when does it make sense to use third party Clients on the same system? Does it make
business sense for a vendor to make third party Clients freely available? Within one system, there is certainly more
effort needed for user administration, maintenance, upgrades and general business use when multiple different
Clients are taken into operation. Third party Clients will have to provide significant benefit for a Customer to justify
the extra expense. That situation a very different from TETRA because hardware and software are now separated.
Like TETRA, the MCPTT standard is quite comprehensive in the number of call types / configurations it supports
(e.g.: Off-Network / On-Network, Private / Group / Broadcast / Emergency / Imminent Peril; Pre-Established / OnDemand; Chat / Pre-Arranged; Automatic / Manual Commencement...). One needs to remember that a number of
standardised TETRA call types have never been specified in TETRA IOP, and, as it is shown in this paper, that with all
these MCPTT call types, the industry ecosystem is likely to develop in different ways. So, what are the use cases that
require Interoperability Certification and in what order?

Use cases
A third party Client is optimised for something different than the “normal7” MC Client. The additional features8 are
worth the extra cost of procurement and management to the user organisation.
a.

The “normal” Client will need to interoperate with the server.

b.

The third party Client will need to interoperate with the server.

c.

The third party and the “normal” Clients will need to be able to communicate with each other.

A MC Client moves to another country with a different server solution.
d.

The visiting Client will need to interoperate with the visited system.

e.

Intercommunication is required between the home system and the visited system.
i.

The two countries will need to agree how to route the various calls – either to the home server
or to the visited server (i.e. the Client ‘migrates’ to the visited system).

Some countries may want to have two (or more) MC systems to provide competition and business freedom.
f.

Interoperability is required between servers on the mobile network(s).
i.

As above, there will be tasks that the MC service provider(s) need to carry out.

g.

Interoperability is required between Clients and secondary server(s).

h.

One MC service provider over several MNO networks – in the same country or across several countries.

3

EPC = Enhanced Packet Core – the “switch” in an LTE system.

4

eNB = enhanced node B – the base station in a LTE system.

5

gNB = is the logical 5G radio node – the base station in a 5G system.

6

5G CN = 5G Core Network – the “switch” in a full 5G network.

7

The normal Client is provided by the vendor of the server.

8

i.e. undercover agent or fire/rescue with need for specific user interface.
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The MC service provider changes to a new MC server vendor with new Clients after contract expiry or for some
other reason.
i.

During the migration to a new server there will be at least two kinds of Clients in the network.

The MC Client vendor stops supporting a specific Client.
j.

During the migration to a new Client there will be at least two kinds of Clients in the network using the
same server.

Interoperation between private and public sector MC services used by, for example, PPDR users and transport
companies.
k.

Interconnection is required between the two MC systems.
a.

There will be tasks for both MC service providers.

A customer organisation wants to use a whole range of additional apps; apps that need to communicate with back
office servers but using the MCDATA service as transport and integration.
l.

A MC Client must have an API that allows integration with third party apps.

A user organisation does not like the Client as it is. This can be because of limited functionality or operational needs.
m.

The 3rd party client will need to interoperate with the server.

Technical angle
Server – Client Cases
1.

An Application server – “normal”- will need to interoperate with the “normal” Client.

2.

The third party Client will need to interoperate with the “normal” server.

3.

Multiple Clients installed will need to be able to communicate with each other.

4.

A Client moving to another system might need to interconnect with the server of the visited system.

5.

During the transition to a new server there will be two servers and two Clients in a network (Clients
must work on current and new servers; after all users have been switched to new servers the old server
can be switched off).

Server – Server Cases
6.

Interconnection is required between the home system and the visited system.
a.

There will be tasks on TCCA level and for both operators.

Client – third party API.
Although such API most likely will be needed, as long as it is not standardised no interoperability testing is proposed.
7.

A MC client must have an API that allows integration with third party apps.
a.

Testing will be the individual operators’ task.

GCF work.
Global Certification Forum (GCF) enables the global wireless industry to deliver a connected world, with mobile and
IoT device certification programs that ensure quality, connectivity and interoperability, whatever the technology.
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GCF has a work item (WI-228 – 3GPP MCPTT Services, Client operation, Rel-13) containing 62 Mission Critical Client
Test cases.
Testing is based on test scripts developed in 3GPP RAN5. Unfortunately, these test specifications are NOT available
on any test equipment yet and when they become available it is still only UEs and Clients that can be certified
and only up to Release 13 level. However, based on industry demand, new work items can easily be added to GCF
Certification to cover later 3GPP releases of MCX Services.
The Mission Critical sector expects more detailed interoperability certification between servers and Clients and at
some later stage also servers to servers.

Status as of late 2019
ETSI, with the support of TCCA, has completed four MCX Plugtests. Participating companies have declared to each
other – under NDA – which test cases their implementation of Release 14 are supporting. That allows those with
access to the declarations to analyse how close or how different the various companies are in their implementations.
The MCX standard itself is comprehensive in the number of call types / configurations it supports (e.g.: Off-Network
/ On-Network, Private / Group / Broadcast / Emergency / Imminent Peril; Pre-Established / On-Demand; Chat / PreArranged; Automatic / Manual Commencement...).
Off-Network will have shorter range than that which can currently be achieved with TETRA DMO and is therefore
currently considered not workable for Public Safety. More essential call types are First-To Answer and Group Regroup
with Preconfigured Group. Location Services are very important to Public Safety; it is a key service in Control Rooms
to manage assets on the ground.
There is one more aspect to consider – the implementation of the underlying mobile network. Although 3GPP LTE/5G
networks are standard compliant, they will be implemented and optimised differently. Consideration therefore
needs to be given for how networks are implemented and optimised in order to achieve Mission Critical service
characteristics. In Appendix 1, there is an example from Denmark, where Nokia Research Laboratories did some
drive testing in 2016 of the three LTE networks. Although this study may not have been independently verified,
please observe how different the three LTE networks are in terms of latency – from 40 – 100 ms round trip time.
There may also be other differences in the provided service in addition to latency difference.
This is just an example of how differently three networks can be implemented – and still be conform to the standard.
It will not be enough for Service Providers to specify conformance; a more precise specification will be needed.

ETSI Plugtest #4.
34 companies registered to participate in a face-to-face session 23-27 September 2019.
In Appendix 2 is a snapshot of how MCPTT Servers tests were offered for test by the 17 companies that are offering
MCPTT server tests. Some companies offer to participate in many test cases – and quite a number of test cases have
only limited company support.
Be aware that companies tick the test case possibilities for various reasons. Some may do it to be perceived as more
competitive than they might otherwise be; others are more realistic; and others repeated tests from previous ETSI
Plugtests using new software. The ticks do not indicate successful tests – only offering for test functionality that
might not be complete or stable.
Therefore, please be careful with conclusions: The tables show what vendors declared as offered to test. There are
no publicly available statistics on which of the tests have actually been executed and by how many vendors. ETSI will
issue a report on general findings.
First analysis (details in Appendix 3) is to look at the test coverage sorted by categories. Connectivity has 61 test
cases in the standard; although one or more companies were offering to test 40 of those, the average coverage is
18. Security mechanisms have very limited support.
When analysing the MCPTT Server data (details in Appendix 4), the following can be extracted:
•

17 companies offered 226 MCPTT Server tests in total

•

of these individual companies offered from 28 to three of the 37 test cases available
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•

none of the 37 cases were offered by all 17 companies

•

15 companies offered to test the same test case (7.2.1)

•

14 companies offered two more (7.2.2 and 7.2.3)

•

13 companies offered two more (7.2.4 and 7.2.5)

When analysing MCX Clients data, the following can be observed:
•

21 companies brought 24 MCX clients

•

all 21 companies support MCPTT at some level

•

18 companies support MCDATA at some level and

•

12 companies support MCVIDEO at some level

The specific testing support for MCPTT Client (details in Appendix 5) is:
•

21 companies offered MCPTT Client tests

•

these 21 companies offered 396 individual tests in total

•

companies offered from 37 to three test cases; Average is 19

•

two companies offered all of the 37 cases

•

21 companies offered to test the same test case (7.2.1)

•

20 companies offered one more (7.2.2)

•

19 companies offered two more (7.2.6 and 7.2.20)

On top of these tests,
•

nine companies offered to test MCDATA servers – either with a controlling and/or participating server

•

10 companies offered to test MCVIDEO servers - either with a controlling and/or participating server

•

CMS was offered by five companies

•

GMC was offered by five companies

•

KMS – two companies

•

iDMS – six companies

•

eMBMS – five companies

Guidance to Vendors from Observers
The group of Observers attending the 4th ETSI Plugtests came together during the session (end-user organisations
from Belgium, Estonia, Finland, France, Norway, the Netherlands and the United States) and developed following
guidance to the testers of what features and functions they want to see:
Switching On
•

LTE Registration – Authentication – Location update

•

MC Service user authentication and authorisation

•

Update of user profile and group configuration

•

(Selection of user profile)

•

Affiliation

MCDATA
•

Transmitting advanced status message from one user to another

•

Transmitting a SDS message from one user to another
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Encrypted MCPTT Group Call
•

Group Call set-up
•

Pre-arranged Group Call

•

Chat Group Call

•

Floor Control with speech duration of several seconds between multiple (10-20-30) participants

•

MCS solution uses the standardised MC QCIs

•

During call an extra participant affiliates to the group using late entry and receives the call

•

Call ends based on hang timer.

Encrypted MCVIDEO group call
•

Video group call set-up by one user

•

The stream is received by multiple user

•

MCS solution uses the standardised MC QCIs

•

Manual call termination

Parallel MCPTT and MCVIDEO
•

Setup MCPTT group call

•

Floor Control with speech duration of several seconds between multiple participants

•

Video group call set-up by one user

•

The stream is received by multiple user

•

MCPTT group call and MCVIDEO call in parallel

•

Manual call termination of MCVIDEO

•

MCPTT Call ends based on hang timer

Emergency Call handling – scenario 1
•

Ongoing MCPTT group call

•

While one participant is talking, another group participant initiates emergency call

•

Emergency alert being sent

•

Group call converted to emergency call and emergency user gets the Floor

•

Different user cancels alert and cancels the group state

Emergency Call handling – scenario 2
•

User initiates emergency private call in manual commencement mode

•

Call is answered by another user

•

Call terminated

Encrypted Private Call
•

User initiates private call in automatic commencement mode

•

Call is received by another user

•

Call terminated based on hang timer
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eMBMS
•

MCPTT Group call using eMBMS

•

MCVIDEO Group call using eMBMS

Observation and Discussion
The observation is that companies are currently developing in different directions with limited overlap and
the opportunity to reach common interoperability seems remote at this moment - based on this analysis. The
companies use the ETSI Plugtests to test their implementations to confirm conformity to the standard. Even though
ETSI does not issue conformance certification, some marketing people have used the opportunity to publicly declare
conformity. ETSI MCX Plugtests are not conformance certification and not interoperability testing in the way TCCA
members understand it.
The analysis also indicates that there is still quite some work required. The list of features from the Observers had
support from 11 of the participating 34 companies.
The same end-user functionality can be delivered using different routes through the standard; one company wanting
to optimise in a certain way; others meeting certain customer needs and again some having more experience than
others.
Without an agreed interoperability testing and certification system in place, each Service Provider will have to test
all relevant elements i.e. the Clients, devices, computers, servers and their interactions thoroughly, resulting in
the same tests being done for the same elements at multiple locations leading to extra costs to both suppliers and
operators/users. Beyond that the vendors end up implementing different variants of same products with the need
to maintain them.
So that should be minimised.

MCX Service Certification
The overall tasks to ensure Mission Critical Service is explained in this picture.

The following levels of interoperability certification should therefore be developed:
TCCA level on generic level:
1.

Client to server over LTE or 5G network

2.

Server to server within one MC system and interconnected over LTE or 5G network

3.

System to system, to allow international interoperability

4.

Interworking with legacy systems such as TETRA
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Individual Service Provider level on specific implementation:
1.

MCX service client installation on selected choice of smartphones
a.

2.

MCX service client API to third party apps
a.

3.

That will most likely be outsourced to the Server vendors for certification

MC system to MC system within one network
a.

6.

That will most likely be a collaboration between the Server and Client vendors for certification

Server to server within one MC system
a.

5.

That will most likely be outsourced to the Client vendors for certification

MCX service client to MC system
a.

4.

That will most likely be outsourced to the Client vendors for certification

Needs to be addressed.

MC system to MC system across network boundaries
a.

Needs to be addressed.

In the long term some of the individual service level topics may be partially shifted to TCCA level.

TCCA activities to reach Interoperability Certification
As important as ETSI Plugtests and future GCF certification are, they will not deliver IOP – the TCCA way - and the
GCF plans for UE / Client are not yet ready. It is therefore recognised that work on TCCA level is required as well as
by individual Service Providers.
TCCA and GCF have agreed to organise a task force to jointly define MCX Certification (product scope, testing scope,
processes, management and governance).
An initial early Certification based on log files of test cases taken during ETSI Plugtests, audited by a third party, was
under consideration but did not have enough support. Recognising that users don’t procure test case coverage –
they procure features and functions as the guidance above – a next level scheme should include logs been taken
during witnessed sessions by a third party and over a radio network.
TCCA MCX Certificates can be foreseen on two levels:
•

One specifying features and function having been tested

•

One specifying the underlying test results.

Future development
TCCA and GCF have agreed a joint task force that during 6 months (January 2020 – June 2020) will move the MCX
certification forward.
The US NIST9 organisation has granted funding to facilitate Certification. The University of the Basque Country has,
in collaboration with TCCA and others, been chosen to develop a test simulator over the next two years.
The next face-to-face ETSI Plugtests are being planned and expected in April – May 2020 timeframe. Location to be
defined.

9

National Institute of Standards and Technology.
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Conclusion
The overlap of test cases is limited and work is still needed.
Interoperability Certification – the TCCA way – is still in the early stages. Basic early certification has been attempted
as proof-of-concept but was considered of limited use and not pursued. TCCA level certification over mobile networks
is still some time away. Discussion with the GCF is ongoing.
Interested parties are encouraged to support the TCCA approach and actively contribute in the task force to ensure
we cover the essential requirements.
Until a TCCA MCX Certification scheme is in place, it is recommended that each Service Provider ensures that the
chosen MCX Server vendor will work with chosen third party Client vendors in order to certify interoperability – if
wanted.
Each Service Provider is further recommended to ensure that the chosen Client vendors will work with the chosen
UE vendors.
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Appendix 1.
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Appendix 2 – Test coverage.
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Appendix 3 – Test categories:
# of tests

Max

#2

#3

#4

Avg

Connectivity (CONN)

61		

40

37

35

29

18,2

Floor Controlling (FC)

5		

5

3

2

1

2,4

Registration and Service Authorisation (RegAuth)

3		

3

2

1

0

1,6

Policing (PCC)

6		

6

4

3

2

1,8

eMBMS (EMBMS)

8		

8

5

3

1

1,2

Affiliation (AFFIL)

5		

5

4

3

2

2,3

Location (LOC)

3		

3

2

1

0

1,1

OAM procedures (CSC)

8		

8

5

4

2

1,6

Security mechanisms (SEC)

17		

10

8

4

2

1,5

eMBMS complementary test cases

19		

11

7

5

0

1,6

MCVideo Transmission Control (TC)

6			

2

0

0

0,4

575					
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Appendix 4 – MCPTT Server test offerings:
↓ ETSI Test Case #

# of vendors offering to test ↓

7.2.1		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand prearranged MCPTT Group Call 		
[CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/PREA/ONDEM/NFC/01]					

15

7.2.2		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand prearranged MCPTT Group Call: 		
Emergency Group Call [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/PREA/ONDEM/NFC/02]

14

7.2.3		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand prearranged MCPTT Group Call:
Imminent Peril Group Call [CONN/ONN/GROUP/PREA/ONDEM/NFC/03]

14

7.2.4		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand prearranged MCPTT Group Call:
Broadcast Group Call [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/PREA/ONDEM/NFC/04]

13

7.2.5		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand prearranged MCPTT Group Call: Upgrade to in
progress emergency or imminent peril [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/PREA/ONDEM/NFC/05]

13

7.2.6		
		

MCPTT User initiates the termination of an on-demand prearranged
MCPTT Group Call [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/PREA/ONDEM/NFC/06]

12

7.2.7		
		

MCPTT User initiates a prearranged MCPTT Group Call using pre-established session
[CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/PREA/PRE/NFC/01]

12

7.2.8		
		

MCPTT User initiates the termination of a prearranged MCPTT Group Call using
pre-established session [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/PREA/PRE/NFC/02]

11

7.2.9		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand Chat Group Call
[CONN-MCPTT/ONNGROUP/CHAT/ONDEM/NFC/01]

9

7.2.10		
		

MCPTT User upgrades an ongoing on-demand Chat Group Call to emergency call
[CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/CHAT/ONDEM/NFC/02]

9

7.2.11		
		

MCPTT User upgrades an ongoing on-demand Chat Group Call to imminent-peril call
[CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/CHAT/ONDEM/NFC/03]

8

7.2.12		
		

MCPTT User cancels the emergency condition of an on-demand Chat Group Call
[CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/CHAT/ONDEM/NFC/04]

7

7.2.13		
		

MCPTT User cancels the imminent-peril condition of an on-demand Chat Group Call
[CONN-MCPTT/ONNGROUP/CHAT/ONDEM/NFC/05]

7

7.2.14		
		

MCPTT User initiates a Chat group Call using pre-established session
[CONN-MCPTT/ONNGROUP/CHAT/PRE/NFC/01]

7

7.2.15		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand private MCPTT call in automatic commencement
model with floor control [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/PRIV/AUTO/ONDEM/WFC/NFC/01]

7

7.2.16 		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand private MCPTT call in manual commencement
mode with floor control [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/PRIV/MANUAL/ONDEM/WFC/NFC/01]

6

7.2.17 		
		

MCPTT User initiates a pre-established private MCPTT call in automatic commencement
mode with floor control [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/PRIV/AUTO/PRE/WFC/NFC/01]

6

7.2.18 		
		

MCPTT User initiates a pre-established private MCPTT call in manual commencement
mode with floor control [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/PRIV/MANUAL/ONDEM/WFC/NFC/01]

6

7.2.19		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand private MCPTT call in automatic commencement
mode without floor control [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/PRIV/AUTO/ONDEM/WOFC/01]

6
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Appendix 5 – MCX Client test offerings:
↓ ETSI Test Case #

# of vendors offering to test ↓

7.2.1		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand prearranged MCPTT Group Call
[CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/PREA/ONDEM/NFC/01]

21

7.2.2		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand prearranged MCPTT Group Call
Emergency Group Call [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/PREA/ONDEM/NFC/02]

20

7.2.6		
		

MCPTT User initiates the termination of an on-demand prearranged
MCPTT Group Call [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/PREA/ONDEM/NFC/06]

19

7.2.20 		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand private MCPTT call in manual commencement
mode without floor control [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/PRIV/MANUAL/ONDEM/WOFC/01]

19

7.2.3		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand prearranged MCPTT Group Call:
Imminent Peril Group Call [CONN/ONN/GROUP/PREA/ONDEM/NFC/03]

18

7.2.15		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand private MCPTT call in automatic commencement
model with floor control [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/PRIV/AUTO/ONDEM/WFC/NFC/01]		

17

7.2.16 		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand private MCPTT call in manual commencement
mode with floor control [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/PRIV/MANUAL/ONDEM/WFC/NFC/01]

17

7.2.5		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand prearranged MCPTT Group Call: Upgrade to in
progress emergency or imminent peril [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/PREA/ONDEM/NFC/05]

16

7.2.9		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand Chat Group Call
[CONN-MCPTT/ONNGROUP/CHAT/ONDEM/NFC/01]

16

7.2.19		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand private MCPTT call in automatic commencement
mode without floor control [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/PRIV/AUTO/ONDEM/WOFC/01]

16

7.2.4		
		

MCPTT User initiates an on-demand prearranged MCPTT Group Call: Broadcast
Group Call [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/PREA/ONDEM/NFC/04]

15

7.2.34		
		

MCPTT User setups remotely an on-demand ambient listening call
[CONN-MCPTT/ONN/AMBIENT/ONDEM/REMOTE/01]

14

7.2.35		
		

MCPTT User releases remotely an on-demand ambient listening call
[CONN-MCPTT/ONN/AMBIENT/ONDEM/REMOTE/02]

14

7.2.7		
		

MCPTT User initiates a prearranged MCPTT Group Call using pre-established session
[CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/PREA/PRE/NFC/01]

12

7.2.10		
		

MCPTT User upgrades an ongoing on-demand Chat Group Call to emergency call
[CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/CHAT/ONDEM/NFC/02]

12

7.2.8		
		

MCPTT User initiates the termination of a prearranged MCPTT Group Call using
pre-established session [CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/PREA/PRE/NFC/02]

11

7.2.11		
		

MCPTT User upgrades an ongoing on-demand Chat Group Call to imminent-peril call
[CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/CHAT/ONDEM/NFC/03]

11

7.2.12		
		

MCPTT User cancels the emergency condition of an on-demand Chat Group Call
[CONN-MCPTT/ONN/GROUP/CHAT/ONDEM/NFC/04]

11

7.2.13		
		

MCPTT User cancels the imminent-peril condition of an on-demand Chat Group Call
[CONN-MCPTT/ONNGROUP/CHAT/ONDEM/NFC/05]

10
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